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Large canopy

Large canopy
Dacco plus cushion
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Usage of Table





IMPROPER USAGE MAY CAUSE 
DANGER . PREVENT SERIOUS
INJURY OR DEATH FROM FALLS 
OR SLIDING OUT. ALWAYS USE 
RESTRAINT SYSTEM.

Never leave child unattended.
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Pay attention when using high chair near a 
table,child’s legs may kick the table,and cause
the chair to tip over.
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Leave a gap of around an adult's about one to two 
fingers in between the seat belt and the child's body.
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 Dacco Plus cannot use with 
table at the same time .

CAUTION
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Detaching the large canopy 

Fold the large canopy.
Align the joint with the holder of the 
side guard.
Completely insert the latch at the 
lower end of the joint, until it hooks
and fixes up the convex section of the holder.

The product can shelter you from interior light.

If the large canopy gets in contact with the child's head due to 
tilt or any other reasons, please remove the canopy.

Pay attention to the fingers or hands of the child when open or close 
the large canopy, Otherwise the fingers or hands may be clamped.

Installation of large canopy

Joint

Latch

Holder

Fold the large canopy.

 Pull the claw at the lower end of the joint with your fingers.

  Remove the latch from the holder.
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How to use the large canopy 
캐노피 

Convex section

Convex section
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How to use the large canopy

How to open the large canopy

How to close the

To adjust the position , hold the base 
section and title the canopy back and 
forth to an appropriate angle.

Hold the base of the large canopy’s frame to
 gently close it.

Frame

Frame

Large canopy should be assembled  by adult.

 





Relieve of 
device Lock 

Ensure the reclining rod clicks into place.



baby chair
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Do not use a chair without seat 
cushion. Child’s hands and feet 
may get pinched by the gaps from 
the chair. 
Ensure seat belts are properly 
attached before use. Otherwise 
seat belt may get loosen suddenly 
and become the cause of accident 
while in use. 
Improper installation may cause the 
child fall from the chair while in use. 
Pull at each belt end to ensure belts 
are securely attached. 
Child’s unexpected movement may 
cause it to fall from the chair. Pay 
attention to child even when seat 
belt is being used.

Uninstalling the seat cushion 
When taking off the seat cushion, adjust the angle of the back to 
the most upright position and remove the rubber rings from both 
sides of the hooks. Please do the reverse procedure of “The 
installation of the seat cushion” mentioned above.
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Shoulder buckle
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Attaching/removing seat cushion and seat belt

WARNING

To attach

Set the backrest at the most upright position. Press on
the belt buckle to release the shoulder belt.

Refer to P.17 “Adjusting the backrest angle”.

Release the insert plastics from the waist belt and then
the crotch belt cover from the crotch belt.

Crotch belt cover

Buckle

Insert plastics

Crotch belt

Cover the body with seat cushion, and draw out the seat
belt (shoulder belt, waist belt, crotch belt) from the seat
cushion.

Seat cushion

Shoulder belt

Waist belt

Crotch belt

Hang the left/ right rubber rings to the both sides hook
of the body.

Seat fixing band

Hook

To remove the seat cushion
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Attaching / removing seat belt
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Attaching / removing seat belt
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Clean the main body, crotch belt, shoulder belts, waist belt and large canopy.

Wipe off dirt with a piece of damp cloth after soaking it with warm water or diluted neutral detergent. 
Wheels or swivel locks may get slippery with dirt. Wipe off dirt with a piece of damp cloth after soaking it with 
diluted neutral detergent.

Clean the main body, crotch belt, shoulder belts, waist belt and sleep dome.
Wash the crotch belt (with crotch buckle attached), shoulder belt and waist belt by hands.
Do not wash by washing machine, centrifuge or dryer, otherwise the buckle may be damaged.
Do not immerse the sleep dome in any liquid. You can clean it with a sponge moistened by water or warm water. 
Be aware of the sleep dome’s plastic parts and the hook that may cause injury.

Clean the seat cushion, the inner liner and the crotch belt cover
After wipe off the dirt by detergent,use a cloth to wipe off the excess water and detergent.
Dry in shade area after wipe off water by dried cloth.

본체, 가랑이벨트, 어깨벨트, 허리벨트, 캐노피 손질방법

시트쿠션, 다코시트 플러스, 가랑이벨트 커버 손질방법 
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Clean the seat cushion, the inner liner and the crotch belt cover

Always follow the washing instructions listed below as well as thoes attached to the various fabric parts.
When using the washing machine, put the fabric parts into the washing net before washing.
Hand wash in warm water or machine-wash gently.
It is recommended to wash with neutral detergent which does not contain fluorescent brightener, bleach etc. 
Do not bleach.
Neutral detergent is recommended for washing.
When using a horizontal washing machine (the washing tub faces to the horizontal or oblique 
direction), be careful that the water amount is not too little.
Due to the characteristic of the product, the color may fade after numbers of washing.
It is recommended to wash and spin separately with other clothes. 
Gentle spinning after rinsing thoroughly. Straighten shape and put on shade area for cool dry.
Do not iron.
Do not use drying machine or dry cleaning.
To use comfortably, we recommend frequent washing.
Wash the crotch belt together with the buckle.
Wash the shoulder belt together with the adjustment ladder (Do not remove ladder from the shoulder belt).
Secure the velcro tape when washing.
Rinse thoroughly.
Frequently hand-wash the seat cushion and always keep it dry and ventilated.
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